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Abstract
Although environmental voluntary agreements have long been considered
an element of a distinctly ‘German’ policy mix, this was only truly the case
during the 1980s and 1990s, and the use of this instrument has since come to
a sudden end. In the literature, the (assumed) ever-increasing use of such
agreements is explained by either the power of business in times of globalisation or the agreements' particular functionality as opposed to statutory
regulatory instruments. This article, based on a macro-study of voluntary
agreements in Germany and 13 in-depth case studies ranging from 1977 to
2005, argues that neither functionality nor power alone can account for the
use of voluntary agreements. Rather, institutions, in particular European
law, play a role, as does party politics. Business power is not irrelevant, but
its impact is highly dependent on other factors; there is little evidence for a
general problem in the use of regulatory law.
Zusammenfassung
Freiwillige Vereinbarungen galten lange als typisches Element deutscher
Umweltpolitik. Allerdings trifft dies tatsächlich nur für die 1980er und
1990er Jahre zu, während die Verwendung der Vereinbarungen in jüngerer
Zeit so gut wie beendet ist. Als Ursache für ihre angenommene zunehmende
Verwendung wird in der Literatur alternativ entweder die Macht der Wirtschaft in Zeiten der Globalisierung oder aber die funktionalen Vorzüge des
freiwilligen Instruments diskutiert. Der Beitrag stützt sich auf die Makroanalyse der Verwendung von Umweltvereinbarungen in Deutschland allgemein sowie auf 13 detaillierte Fallstudien über den Zeitraum von 1977 bis
2005 und argumentiert, dass die Verwendung der Vereinbarungen nicht
durch Wirtschaftsmacht oder funktionale Vorzüge alleine erklärt werden
kann. Stattdessen spielen Institutionen (konkret: das europäische Recht)
sowie Parteidifferenz eine wichtige Rolle. Wirtschaftsmacht war keinesfalls
unbedeutend, ist aber in ihrer Auswirkung stark von anderen Faktoren abhängig, während sich kaum Hinweise auf strukturelle Schwierigkeiten des
regulativen Rechts fanden.
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1 Introduction
For decades, voluntary agreements have been regarded as “an
element of a distinctly ‘German’ policy mix” (Lees 2007, p.
175). Indeed, in the 1980s and early 1990s, Germany had the
largest number of such agreements (more than 100 altogether),
even when compared to the Netherlands, which also made extensive use of such environmental agreements in Europe (e.g., Immerzeel-Brand 2002, p. 385; Glasbergen 1999). The reasons for
the use of these instruments, however, are a matter of dispute:
whereas some regard the use of such agreements as a response to
the growing problems associated with the use of traditional, regulatory means of regulation (the “better regulation” hypothesis),
others consider agreements to be the result of a bad deal made
possible by growing business power during periods of globalisation (the power-centred hypothesis).
This article makes two arguments. First, although voluntary
agreements were indeed a relevant element of the German environmental policy mix in the 1980s and early 1990s, their use was
nearly completely discontinued in the new century. Second,
when seeking out the causes of both the high use of voluntary
agreements in the 1980s and 1990s and their more recent abrupt
abandonment, neither the explanations based on functional arguments nor those based on the power of business can account
for the developments observed. Instead, institutions (in particular
European law and its effect on national policy decisions) and actors (in particular their party-political positions towards policy
instruments) play a major role.
The article is based on an extensive theory-driven empirical
study on the use of voluntary agreements in German environmental policy from the 1970s to the mid-2000s, covering both the
macro-level and the meso-level, as reflected by 13 in-depth
qualitative case studies (Töller 2012a). The article proceeds as
follows: In chapter 2, I describe the general use patterns of voluntary environmental agreements in Germany and briefly summarise my case studies. In chapter 3, I first discuss the common
explanations for the use of voluntary agreements in additional
detail (3.1) and then present my findings, which are based on the
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approach of policy processes driven by momentum (3.2, see
Böcher & Töller 2012b). Actors (driven by party politics) and
institutions (European Union law) play a major role in explaining
the use of voluntary agreements, whereas the roles of functionality (as expressed in the “better regulation” hypothesis) and business power (as expressed in the power-centred hypothesis) are
moderate.
However, two caveats must be noted. First, for reasons of
space, the article cannot account for all of the causal factors involved (see Töller 2012a, pp. 227-375). Second, the article only
examines the use of voluntary agreements in Germany and its
driving forces. It does not address the ecological effects, efficiency or merits or demerits of these instruments or what effect it has
on the state to cooperate with societal actors.
2 Voluntary Agreements in Germany: Patterns of Use
2.1

Characteristics

To begin with a definition, voluntary agreements, 1 as used in
Germany, are agreements between businesses (usually represented by business associations, sometimes by major companies) and
the federal government (usually represented by the Ministry for
the Environment, although other ministries or agencies and even
the Chancellery may also be involved) to accomplish environmental objectives.2 In contrast to the Netherlands, where such
agreements can be private legal contracts, voluntary agreements
in Germany are gentlemen’s agreements only and are thus not

1
2

On a broader variety of voluntary instruments, see Töller 2011.

Although most voluntary agreements can be found in environmental
policy, they are by no means restricted to this field. Early voluntary
agreements concerned advertising for cigarettes and pharmaceuticals (Töller
2012a, pp. 83-84). Recently, the share of women in management (2001), the
rules of corporate governance more generally (2002, Töller 2009) and the
practices of the pharmaceutical industry (2004) have been addressed by
voluntary regulation (see Töller 2012b).
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legally binding. There used to be a strong tendency on the part of
industry and the government to call such agreements industry
self-obligations,3 suggesting that they were the result of unilateral activity by business. However, in the majority of the cases,
these self-obligations were the result of intense bilateral negotiations between business and government often came about under a
more or less credible threat of hierarchical intervention – the famous “shadow of hierarchy” (Töller 2008c). Whereas these written agreements were formerly unilateral self-obligations on the
part of business (while the government’s pledge not to intervene
so long as business complied with self-obligations remained implicit), more recent agreements entailed explicit obligations on
the part of both parties and were signed by both (Töller 2012a,
pp. 44-46). The bilateral character of the instrument is also an
element of a definition based on a report by Mol and colleagues
(2000): accordingly, voluntary agreements are characterised by a
low degree of force (as opposed to statutory obligation) and a
high degree of interaction between societal and governmental
actors (as opposed to pure self-regulation).
In contrast to the Netherlands, where voluntary agreements
are rooted in an overall governmental strategy to encourage business to become more proactively involved in environmental protection, voluntary agreements in Germany are adopted on a caseby-case basis (Töller 2008a), usually after the government has
presented a proposal for a statutory regulation and a business association has reacted to this proposal by suggesting a voluntary
regulation. This prelude is typically followed by negotiations
over the regulatory substance of the agreement, which is finally
either announced by the business and accepted by the government or signed by both parties.
Although voluntary agreements are often criticised for their
tendency to bypass the appropriate legislative process and thus
add to an overall tendency of deparliamentarisation (e.g., RoseAckerman 1995, p. 133; Porter & Ronit 2006, p. 49), in most of

3

On the multitude of labels, which are very revealing of their authors’
attitude, see Töller 2012a: 48.
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the cases under closer scrutiny here, the suggested regulatory alternative has been an executive ordinance in which Parliament
would not have been formally involved (Töller 2012a, p. 68).
However, the German Bundestag in most cases has discussed the
issues at stake. In addition, voluntary regulations are not always
an alternative to statutory regulation but rather can be combined
with statutory regulation in various and interesting ways (Töller
2012a, pp. 69-72).
2.2

Macro-level Perspective: Patterns of Use

Although many publications label voluntary agreements as
“new” policy instruments (e.g., Ingram 1999; Aggeri 1999;
Grimeaud 2004; Jordan et al. 2005), at least in Germany, they are
not new at all. Rather, this type of agreement dates back to the
early days of environmental policy itself: the late 1960s and early
1970s.
If we consider the sheer number of voluntary agreements
adopted each year, as displayed in figure 1, we can identify three
phases: In a warm-up-phase from the late 1960s until roughly
1983, voluntary agreements were established and – with the exception of 1980 – up to two agreements were adopted annually.
The heyday of voluntary agreements was a long period from
1984 to 2001, when several agreements were adopted each year,
with notable peaks in 1986 (14 agreements) and 1995 (ten
agreements). From 2002 on, we observe a decline, with only four
agreements adopted in total.
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2.3

Voluntary agreements and legislative acts in German
environmental policy 1967-2007

Meso-level Perspective: 13 Case Studies

To better understand why voluntary agreements were adopted
(instead of statutory agreements), I analysed the adoption of such
agreements using 13 cases studies. A case does not cover one
agreement alone but rather a regulatory course of varying duration (the longest course spanned 28 years), in many cases including more than one agreement (see more on the research design in
Töller 2012a, pp. 90-93). The case studies come from four fields:
health protection, pollution regulation, waste management policy
and climate protection. I selected the most interesting and complex cases addressing relevant ecological problems in each of the
four fields.
For reasons of space, I can only present the core data on the
case studies here (see table 1); all data on the policy processes
can be found elsewhere (Töller 2012a, pp. 90-201). The results of
these case studies are presented in chapter 3 (see, also, Töller
2012c).
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Health Protection
1. Regulation of Asbestos
1982/84
Voluntary Agreement I (building above ground)
1988
Voluntary Agreement II (building underground)
1991/1994
Statutory Regulation
2. Regulation of PCP (pentachlorophenol)
1984
Voluntary Agreement
1987
Statutory Regulation
3. Regulation of Nuclear Energy (“Atomausstieg”)
2000
Voluntary Agreement
Pollution Regulation
4. Regulation of NTA (nitrilotriacetic acid)
1984
Voluntary Agreement I
1986
Voluntary Agreement II
5. Regulation of EDTA (ethylene diamine tetra acetate)
1991
Voluntary Agreement I
1998
Voluntary Agreement with the photography industry
2000
Voluntary Agreement II
Pollution Regulation
4. Regulation of NTA (nitrilotriacetic acid)
1984
Voluntary Agreement I
1986
Voluntary Agreement II
5. Regulation of EDTA (ethylene diamine tetra acetate)
1991
Voluntary Agreement I
1998
Voluntary Agreement with the photography industry
2000
Voluntary Agreement II
Waste Management Regulation
6. Package Waste Regulation (drink containers)
1977
Voluntary Agreement I
1987
Voluntary Agreement II
1988
“lex Coca-Cola”
1991
Waste Ordinance and DSD (dual system Germany)
1996
Voluntary Agreement III (failed)
2003
Failure of DSD in the field of drink containers
2005
Revision of the Waste Ordinance
7. Used Batteries Regulation
1980
Voluntary Agreement I
1988
Voluntary Agreement II
1995
Voluntary Agreement III (failed)
1998
Ordinance
8. Scrap Cars Regulation
1996
Voluntary Agreement
2002
Ordinance
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9. Waste Electronic Equipment Regulation
1995/1996
Voluntary Agreement (failed)
2002
Ordinance
Climate Protection
10. Reduction of CFC Use
1977
Voluntary Agreement I
1987
Voluntary Agreement II
1991
Ordinance
11. Termination of CFC Production
1995
Voluntary Agreement
12. Reduction of CO2 Emissions
1995/96
Voluntary Agreement (“climate declaration”)
13. Promotion of Power-heat Cogeneration
2001
Voluntary Agreement

Table 1:

Thirteen regulatory courses from 1977-2005 (Töller
2012a, pp. 90-201)

Adopting a regulatory course perspective reveals aspects that
cannot be observed in macro-data (figure 1) or case studies that
focus on a particular case but neglect factors present before or
after the adoption of the agreement. Whereas figure 1 only presents the number of newly adopted agreements each year (and
the corresponding number of legislative acts), by studying regulatory courses, we can evaluate the “fate” of an agreement. In
most cases, agreements are replaced by statutory regulation over
time. However, whether this is the case (as is often assumed) because agreements were unsuccessful (rarely the case) or in spite
of their success and for other reasons (more often the case) cannot be derived from the data presented here. This question is addressed in the following chapters.
3 Driving Forces
What is striking about the literature on voluntary agreements is
that contributions tend either to be descriptive or to address questions of success or failure while remaining rather uninterested in
why voluntary agreements are used at all (see Töller 2011, p.
503). If authors are interested, they generally employ implicit
assumptions rather than systematically testing different hypothe-
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ses. Two broad lines of argumentation in the existing literature
are presented below.
3.1

Popular Explanations: Better Regulation vs. Business
Power

The first group of arguments, which I subsume under the betterregulation hypothesis, draws on the entire corpus of criticism
concerning the numerous deficiencies of traditional regulatory
policy instruments. Regulatory law is intrinsically inflexible and
simple, and it requires complete information, which the government does not have, or in some cases, this information does not
(yet) even exist (Black 2001, p. 107). The law is unable to adapt
to all of the specific requirements of regulated firms, is based on
an antagonistic relationship between business and government
and is unable to positively motivate its subjects. Moreover, society is far too complex and idiosyncratic to be purposefully influenced by such simple instruments (Black 2001, p. 106). From
this standpoint, new policy objectives, such as the pursuit of innovation or sustainability, especially require new instruments,
which can be adopted more quickly; are more flexible, less antagonistic and costly; and even allow for collective learning (e.g.,
Kleger 1995, p. 107; Gunningham & Rees 1997, p. 366; Hofmann & Schrama 2005, p. 42; see Töller 2012a, pp. 206-215). In
this context, many authors implicitly or explicitly argue in a
functionalistic fashion that the advantages of voluntary agreements over statutory regulation explain their use (e.g., Ritter
1990, p. 58; Hansjürgens & Klöck 2003, p. 10).
On the contrary, power-centred explanations begin from the
Olsonian wisdom that specific interests are easier to integrate,
organise and represent than diffuse interests (Olson 1965).
Hence, the argument is that globalisation has intensified this inequality in power between business and collective interests. Business has become more powerful vis-à-vis the regulatory state because, under globalisation, it can credibly threaten to relocate its
productive activities elsewhere (Greer & Bruno 1996, p. 21).
“Whether real or not, the perception of mobility of firms and capital has limited the range of policy instruments used by govern-
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ments” (Peters 2002, pp. 558-559.). From this perspective, voluntary agreements are the result of successful rent-seeking, particularly by transnational corporations. These agreements aim to
avert serious statutory regulation and only give the appearance of
regulation, whereas individual businesses can continue their activities, impairing the collective good. Thus, voluntary agreements serve business interests by "greenwashing" their activities,
that is, by giving "an organization the appearance of ethicality
and leadership when no such commitment exists" (Laufer 2003,
p. 257) and without having to substantially modify their practices
(Greer & Bruno 1996, p. 31; Gunningham & Rees 1997, p. 370;
Beder 2002, p. 99; OECD 2003, p. 43).
The problem with these approaches is that they all appear
plausible in some respects, but they consider the phenomenon
from one side only and, in particular, do not reflect an adequately
complex conceptualisation of politics. Politics is neither a matter
of interests automatically producing rational choices and rational
choices automatically producing policy outputs nor a purely rational process of benevolent government actors aiming at solving
problems. In addition, the better-regulation explanation seems to
exaggerate the shortcomings of traditional policy instruments and
ignores that these shortcomings do not automatically produce
new instruments. More generally, functional approaches have
trouble explaining change (Schmidt 2007), although this is exactly what must be done.
3.2

Actors, Institutions and Momentum

To analyse my case studies, I applied an analytical approach that
was first developed by Böcher and Töller for analysing the
choice and change of instruments in environmental policy (Böcher & Töller 2007) and was later elaborated as a general approach for explaining environmental policy results (see Böcher &
Töller 2012a; 2012b). Based on early works by Larry Kiser and
Elinor Ostrom (Kiser & and Ostrom 1982) and not fundamentally
unlike other approaches based on institutional theory (e.g.,
Mayntz & Scharpf 1995), we identify a number of factors that
shape and influence the political process and its results: actors,
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institutions (we see good reasons to place strong emphasis on
institutions), problem structures, instrumental alternatives and
process dynamics. However, the major difference is that our understanding of political processes is to some extent influenced by
the work of John Kingdon (2003). Hence, we do not perceive political processes (as, for instance, the policy-cycle approach does)
as a means-oriented, step-by-step problem-solving process but
rather as a highly contingent process driven by coincidences in
which solutions are in some instances searching for problems instead of the reverse (Böcher & Töller 2012b, pp. 461-470). E.g.
actors or institutions (as explanatory factors) are not primarily
oriented towards problem-solving but develop momentum.
3.2.1 Actors: On Party Politics and Intervening Variables
Apart from the truism that only actors can act, the concept of
agency in policy analysis is as contingent as it is broad. One useful way to concretise our notion of agency is the theory of partisan difference (Castles 1982). Briefly, the theory assumes first,
that political parties differ in their policy preferences (both because they have different ideological roots and they expect to
gain votes from different societal groups); second, that once they
hold governmental power, political parties aim to put their policy
preferences into practice: and third, that they will be able to do
so (see Hibbs 1977; Castles 1982). Currently, environmental policy in general – as opposed to welfare, education or budget policies – is not considered strongly determined by party politics
(e.g., Seeger 2003), apart from the fact that the participation of
the Green Party in government should have an effect.
However, the starting point of my considerations was that the
decision of whether to adopt a voluntary agreement is not primarily a matter of environmental policy objectives but rather concerns the selection of one particular policy instrument over another. This is because policy instruments are not (as would be
suggested by an approach that regards political processes as
means-oriented problem-solving processes) technical, neutral
means to achieve political aims. Rather, policy instruments are
political entities of their own (see Majone 1976, p. 589; 1989, p.
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116). They reflect understandings of the human being, the role of
the state and democracy (Lascoumes & LeGalès 2007; Immergut
2011) and are often either welcomed or damned for this reason
rather than for their technical abilities to reach a politically defined objective (Böcher & Töller 2012a, pp. 74-83; pp. 178-199).
Thus, the choice of policy instruments should be a matter of
ideological dispute and thus also of partisan politics.
I began by examining party positions on the use of voluntary
agreements and then analysed the de-facto use of voluntary
agreements by different Minsters for the Environment. As voluntary agreements were not sufficiently important to be addressed
in party programmes, I examined the numerous parliamentary
debates on whether a specific environmental issue should be addressed by a voluntary agreement or an ordinance or legal act.
The first interesting observation was that whereas environmental
issues as such had already become the object of parliamentary
activity (enquiries, in particular, as well as debates) in the late
1970s and early 1980s, the use of policy instruments only became an issue from 1987 on (see, e.g., Zittel 1996, pp. 130-142;
Töller 2012a, p. 296). By examining these debates, it was possible to identify clear party positions on voluntary agreements.
The Greens have always been fundamentally opposed to the
use of voluntary agreements. Based on the ecology movement,
the Greens have consistently preferred strict statutory regulatory
instruments, first because these instruments usually come with a
substantial intervention in economic activity that threatens the
public good, and second, on a symbolic level, because statutory
instruments prohibit or restrict and thus morally discourage polluting activities (Töller 2012a, pp. 297-298). Thus, in parliamentary debates the Greens harshly criticised the use of voluntary
agreements not only because, due to the lack of legally binding
force, they expected the agreements to be ineffective but also because, on a symbolic level, the state negotiates (“horse trades”)
with business over the measures necessary to protect the environment (Töller 2012a, p. 298).
The Liberals can be placed on the other side of the spectrum.
Liberals have consistently regarded voluntary agreements as a
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means of deregulation and eliminating red tape. Because agreements provide businesses with leeway to determine the measures
to be pursued to protect the environment, the Liberals have favoured voluntary agreements irrespective of the aim (Töller
2012a, pp. 298-299). Social Democrats and Christian Democrats
can be placed in the middle, albeit with differences in their specific attitudes.
Social Democrats have been moderately critical, stating that
they are not generally against voluntary agreements but fear that
these agreements would not be effective due to their lack of legally binding force and sanctions (Töller 2012a, pp. 299-300).
Christian Democrats have been moderately positive with respect to the use of voluntary agreements, but, as opposed to the
Liberals, they demand that agreements be effective.4
When, in a second step, we consider the policies actually
adopted under different party majorities, we can make two interesting observations (see table 2).
Environment Minister

Average Number of Voluntary
Agreements Adopted Each
Year
Klaus Töpfer (CDU) 1987-1994
4.4
Angela Merkel (CDU) 1994-1998
6.8
Jürgen Trittin (GREENS) 19981.7
2005
Table 2: The adoption of voluntary agreements by different Environment Ministers based on data by Töller (2012a, p. 311).
First, under a Green Minister for the Environment, far fewer voluntary agreements (1.7 on average) were adopted than under his
two conservative predecessors. Although it took Jürgen Trittin
three years in office to eliminate the unloved agreements (see
figure 1), this pattern clearly confirms the assumptions made

4

The Bavarian branch of the Christian Democrats, the CSU, however,
occasionally displayed a more interventionist stance than its sister party, the
CDU.
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above based on partisan difference theory. Second, there is a relevant difference between the two conservative minsters that cannot be explained by party difference. Whereas Klaus Töpfer
adopted 4.4 agreements per year, under Angela Merkel, 6.8
agreements were adopted. How can we explain this difference?
Here, the overall political context is important: Klaus Töpfer as
an environmental expert assumed office in 1987 and at least initially was expected to be a powerful minster. He had numerous
plans to adopt modern but strict environmental policy instruments. Although he ultimately failed in numerous ambitious projects, he was not keen to adopt voluntary agreements (Töller
2012a, pp. 304-305). In Töpfer’s later days as a minister, and especially when Angela Merkel became the Minister for the Environment after the 1994 elections, Germany faced the strong pressure of the costs and consequences of German unification (Böcher & Töller 2012a, p. 32). That Angela Merkel, (then) a generally
politically unknown woman from East Germany, was appointed
to this position was an expression of the minor role that environmental policy was supposed to play in Chancellor Kohl’s last
term in office. In the coalition agreement, Liberals and Christian
Democrats declared that in the much-disputed field of waste
management policy, voluntary agreements should be given priority over authoritative measures. This policy was accompanied by
a discourse strongly favouring deregulation to protect the
“Standort Deutschland” (this emotionally charged term can only
be loosely translated as “business-friendly Germany”). What is
more, the German business association (BDI) placed strong pressure on the government to use voluntary agreements instead of
statutory regulation. One can even argue that the use of voluntary
agreements in environmental policy during this period became an
aim in itself to demonstrate to business that the government was
serious about deregulation (Töller 2012a, pp. 305-308); thus, the
instrument itself gained momentum. This changing overall political context – as an intervening variable – can account for the difference between the two conservative ministers.
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3.2.2 Institutions: On Legal Uncertainty Stemming from EU Law
It is the common wisdom of neo-institutional theories that institutions (defined as rule systems) influence what actors do, not only
by entailing rules concerning allowable and unallowable actions
but also by influencing how actors perceive their preferences
(Hall & Taylor 2006; see Böcher & Töller 2012a, pp. 151-156).
My argument here is that institutions do not fully determine what
actors do, but they have a strong influence on agency.
Over the last 15 years, research on Europeanisation has addressed how European integration impacts, among other things,
the public policies of EU member states (see Radaelli 2004; Exadactylos & Radaelli 2012; Töller 2012d). Briefly, the problem
with this research is that it has primarily focused on the effects of
positive integration (namely, harmonisation directives) while by
and large neglecting the effects of negative integration. Moreover, this strand of research has heavily focused on the “desired”
effects of European law while ignoring less desired, idiosyncratic
effects.
The argument of this chapter is that the use of voluntary
agreements in Germany, as presented in chapter 2, has been triggered to a substantial degree by European Law in general and the
legal uncertainty stemming from negative integration in particular (see Töller 2012c). To elaborate my argument, I first briefly
explain the substantial elements and second describe the procedural elements of negative integration. In a third step, I demonstrate how this integration brought about the “evasion” of voluntary agreements as an idiosyncratic mechanism of Europeanisation (Töller 2012c) and then present some – albeit brief – evidence from my cases. Finally, I examine the role of positive integration.
The Meaning and Substantial Arsenal of Negative Integration
The term negative integration means the abolition of all barriers
to trade within the Community/Union and is based on Articles 34
and 36 of the EU Treaty (TFEU) and its interpretation by the Eu-
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ropean courts. By 1957, Article 34 (then Art. 30) had already
stipulated the following:
“Quantitative restrictions on imports and all measures having equivalent effect shall be prohibited between Member States”.

Certainly, there has been much debate about what types of measures have such equivalent effects. In its Dassonville decision in
1974, the ECJ ruled that "all trading rules enacted by Member
States which are capable of hindering, directly or indirectly, actually or potentially, intra-Community trade are to be considered
as measures having an effect equivalent to quantitative restrictions" (C 8/74; Geradin 1997, p. 10). Thus, long before the internal market was realised based on the SEA (1987), the EC Treaty
restricted the national regulation of harmful substances, and as
such, regulation could be considered a measure restricting intracommunity trade. This restriction only became potentially relevant with the development of environmental regulation in the EC
member states beginning in the early 1970s.
However, at that point, Art. 36 (now Art. 36 TFEU) already allowed for “prohibitions or restrictions on imports, exports or
goods in transit justified on grounds of public security; the protection of health and life of humans, animals or plants”. Such
prohibitions or restrictions shall not, however, constitute a means
of arbitrary discrimination or a disguised restriction on trade between Member States (Shapiro 1992, p. 130; Geradin 1993, p.
179; 1999, p. 13). In several judgments, the ECJ emphasised that
barriers to trade erected for compelling reasons (such as the protection of consumers, etc.) could be acceptable as long as they
were not discriminating and disproportional (Cassis de Dijon, C
120/78, for environmental policy: old oil case, C 240/83; Geradin
1993; Krämer 1995, p. 113). In Germany, the so-called Danish
bottle case in 1988 attracted substantial attention, as this was the
first time that the court had to decide whether a national environmental regulation was proportional and thus permissible un-
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der the EC Treaty (C 302/86; Geradin 1993, p. 183).5 In this
judgment, environmental protection was established as a compelling reason for adopting barriers to trade, as long as they are proportional.
However, if the Community adopted a harmonising measure
(positive integration), national leeway would shrink to a greater
extent (Palme 1992, p. 53), despite the establishment of a number
of exceptions since the Single European Act came into force in
1987 (Art. 100a, now Art. 114 TFEU, and Art. 130s-130t, now
art. 191-193 TFEU): under certain conditions, stricter national
measures could be upheld, or new ones could be adopted
(Krämer 1995, pp. 99-106).6
As noted above, negative integration has not thus far been the
focus of the literature on Europeanisation. Other studies, however, have addressed possible effects at the national level. Fritz
Scharpf has argued since the early 1990s that the internal market
would bring about a regulatory race to the bottom, as negative
integration (as privileged by its establishment in the Treaty itself)
would abolish old, and prohibit new, national regulation, whereas
positive integration would depend on unanimity in the Council
that, for structural reasons, would be unlikely (Scharpf 1996;

5

In 1981, Denmark adopted a waste management regulation that only
allowed beer and soft drinks to be sold in returnable containers that had to
be licensed by the national environmental agency. Thus, e.g., aluminum
cans and other one-way containers were banned. The European Commission
attacked this regulation before the ECJ as an unjustifiable barrier to trade.
The ECJ determined that the stipulation that drinks could only be sold in
returnable containers was proportional, whereas the need to have containers
licensed was not because it disadvantaged non-Danish producers and traders
(C302/86; Geradin 1993: 183; Krämer 1995: 114).
6

Whereas the free trade norm could be a challenge for product regulation, since the late 1980s, European state aid policy as part of a policy to
invigorate European competition has also formed part of the arsenal of
negative integration (Wilks 2005; Blauberger & Töller 2011). State aid policy has the particular potential to challenge national regulation of processes
if this regulation, e.g., favours particular processes (e.g., of energy production) vis-à-vis others.
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Esty & Geradin 2000, p. 238). Others have argued that a race to
the top could also emerge (Holzinger & Knill 2004, p. 26; Vogel
& Kagan 2004, p. 17; Knill & Lenschow 2005, p. 123). Susanne
Schmidt, however, argued that more often than not, the effect of
negative integration at the national level is legal uncertainty,
which means that the extent of the remaining national scope of
action is ambiguous (Schmidt 2004, p. 353; 2008). Thus, whereas between the early 1980s and the mid-1990s, national policy
makers felt somehow restricted in their scope of action by European law (Hartkopf & Bohne 1983, p. 168; Müller 1986, pp. 11,
136, 266; Pehle 1998, p. 248), the precise nature of this restriction and, in turn, what the remaining options would be, were
not at all clear.
This uncertainty had a substantial dimension as characterised
above. Notification procedures that allowed for a switch from
negative to positive integration added a procedural dimension to
this uncertainty, as will be argued below.
The Procedural Arsenal: Notification Procedures
Provided that no European measure has been proposed or adopted in a particular field, only negative integration is at work, i.e.,
all (new) measures are analysed (politically and legally) with regard to whether they could be a discriminating and disproportional barrier to trade according to the Treaty (then Art. 30, now
Art. 34). Yet, in all fields where there is a Community competence, the Commission, with its monopoly of initiative, always
has the option to “switch” from negative to positive integration.
The procedural links between negative and positive integration
are notification procedures, which entail relevant standstill duties
that have a pivotal effect on what member states can and cannot
do. Whereas negative integration has attracted substantial scholarly attention, notification procedures definitively have not
(however, see von Bogdandy 2003). Although there are three different notification procedures that apply in environmental policy,
the most relevant is the so-called information procedure in the
field of norms and technical regulations that was introduced in
1983 and is now well established (O.J. 1983 No, L 109/8, see
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O.J. 1998 No. L 204/37). Accordingly, member states are required to inform the Commission of all proposals for all types of
technical regulation. If the Commission or another member state
expresses, within three months, the opinion that this measure
could be a barrier to trade, the measure must not be implemented
for six months. This standstill period is extended to 12 months if
the Commission informs the member state within three months
that it intends to present a proposal for a European measure.
The objective of this procedure is to prevent a national measure from endangering the common market and challenging European harmonisation (Meyring 2003, p. 945). Furthermore, this
process provides the procedural framework for switching from
negative to positive integration. Although I have presented only
the most important notification procedure here (for a full account, see Töller 2012a, pp. 264-266 and 2012c, pp. 6-7), all
three procedures have four aspects in common. First, they allow
for control if planned national measures could be a barrier to
trade. Second, they oblige the member state planning such a
measure to “stand still”, i.e., not to implement the measure so the
Commission and other member states can examine the proposed
measure before the measure becomes effective. Third, they allow
the Commission to identify areas of interest in which it might
wish to “switch” from negative to positive integration. Fourth, in
this case, member states are further obliged not to act.
Although the two procedures not presented here have been of
limited relevance, the information procedure has gained paramount importance, especially after the ECJ decided in the mid1990s that failure to report a national measure would lead to the
non-applicability of this national measure (ECJ C-194/94; von
Bogdandy 2003, p. 38; Meyring 2003, p. 957). Hundreds of
measures are reported by member states each year, and roughly
half of all product-related regulations are sent to Brussels (Töller
2012a, p. 266).
My argument thus far has been that negative integration produces substantial legal uncertainty at the national level because
member states are unaware of the extent to which their scope for
autonomous regulation has been restricted and what options re-
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main possible. Moreover, the notification procedures generate
procedural uncertainty, as member states must not implement
national measures during the standstill periods. Furthermore,
there is always the possibility that the Commission will consider
the political salience of an issue as a reason to propose a European measure, in which case the autonomous national options
would finally come to an end. This situation, as I will show in the
next paragraph, has been a strong reason why the German government has resorted to non-legislative regulation.
Recourse to Voluntary Agreements
The specific German type of voluntary agreements has a number
of characteristics that have made these agreements interesting
options in a pressing situation in which the government wishes to
adopt an environmental, in particular a product-related, regulation. First, the agreements – albeit always the result of bilateral
negotiations – take the form of unilateral voluntary selfobligations by business (usually business associations). Second,
in Germany (as opposed to the Dutch case), voluntary agreements are gentlemen’s agreements and thus have no legal quality. As such, these agreements can neither be assigned to the government as an actor nor challenged as legally relevant acts. Thus,
they cannot violate the EC treaty and are hence the perfect instruments with which to bypass these supranational norms. Oldiges made this observation in his 1973 article on voluntary
agreements (Oldiges 1973). In 1992, Palme discussed the problem that national environmental regulations could come to an end
because they are seen as measures having equivalent effect,
whereas
“private self obligations do not fall in this category, they cannot constrain the free trade of goods because enterprises are free to comply
with them. […] Such options are left to national environmental policy” (Palme 1992, translation from German A.E.T.).

Third, as voluntary agreements have no legal quality, they do not
have to be reported and cannot bring national decision making to
a standstill. Thus, these agreements allow for the evasion of not
only substantive but also procedural uncertainty. Fourth, when
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the Commission is planning to propose a directive, member
states wishing to adopt a national measure feel that they have to
hurry and present their measure before the Commission officially
proposes one of its own. 7 In this situation, voluntary agreements
can typically be adopted more rapidly. 8 Fifth, voluntary agreements allow the government to not only “do something” about a
publically perceived environmental or health problem, thus
demonstrating to its citizens that it is able to act, but also set
standards (in terms of substantive standards and organisational
models) that (politically speaking) cannot be ignored by a European proposal. If a government chooses a voluntary agreement
instead of a legislative regulation for these reasons, we refer to
this action as evasion.
Relevance of European Law in the Cases Examined
European law did not play a relevant role in only three of the 13
in-depth case studies noted above. In all other cases, the threat
coming from European law was a relevant argument for the
adoption of a voluntary regulation instead of a legislative measure. In most cases, both substantive and procedural uncertainty
played a role: the government was uncertain as to whether a national product regulation would be considered compatible with
the Treaty, and irrespective of the outcome, once the notification
procedure would begin, the national ability to act would vanish.
In a number of cases, the agreement was adopted shortly before a

7

I chose the formulation member states "feel" obliged because, given the
lack of legal quality of the agreements discussed above, it does not really
matter if such an agreement is adopted before or after the Commission
proposes a directive.
8

The assumption that voluntary agreements take less time to adopt than
parliamentary legislation is considered a major reason for their use in the
literature (Merkel 1997, p. 79; Liefferink 1997, p. 231; Ökobüro & Ögut
2004, p. 12). In most of the cases analysed, the negotiation process took
between 12 and 18 months. However, in some cases, the negotiations over
agreements took years (Töller 2012a, p. 292).
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European measure was proposed. In all cases, the federal government did not report the agreement (even if it was, in some
cases, combined with an ordinance), whereas in some cases, the
Commission found that at least the ordinance had to be reported.
Finally, in a number of cases, the European proposal – in terms
of regulatory substance or strategy – bore some similarity to the
German voluntary agreement, which supports the argument made
above.
Below, I support my argument by presenting a selection of
three cases in the field of product regulation (from the fields of
health and climate protection). The cases involving waste management, as noted briefly, display very similar patterns.
Beginning with the regulation of substances harmful to human
health or the environment, asbestos has been known for its harmful health impact since the 1930s. In the 1970s, a number of minor measures, e.g., for the protection of workers, were adopted in
Germany (Lautenbach et al. 1992, p. 47). Towards the end of the
1970s, asbestos was banned in Denmark, the Netherlands and
Sweden. A report issued by the German Environmental Agency
(UBA) in 1980 was initially intended to recommend a ban on
specific asbestos products but ultimately did not. A major reason
for this failure (in addition to strong pressure by industry and the
fear of job losses) was that the UBA was uncertain whether a national asbestos ban (by an ordinance) would be considered a barrier to trade by the European Commission (UBA 1980, pp. 391392; Lautenbach et al. 1992, pp. 53; Wicke & Braeseke 1998, p.
143). In addition, the parliamentary secretary of state argued before the Bundestag in 1980 that
“the European Commission is preparing a directive containing particular protective measures and bans of asbestos” (BT PlPr 9/9. Session
255),

which might have meant that Germany would no longer be able
to adopt a national measure. Indeed, when the Commission presented a proposal in the spring of 1980, a standstill was imposed
on national regulation. However, at that time, the understanding
of the precise nature of the European restriction by the relevant
actors appears to have been vague, to say the least. Moreover, the
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press cited the 10,000 persons dying of cancer each year in Germany as a consequence of not banning asbestos in construction.
Thus, the government came under strong pressure. As a result, a
voluntary agreement was negotiated in 1982 (see table 1, case nr.
1), obliging industry to reduce the share of asbestos in construction material by between 30 and 50 per cent and to prefabricate
95 per cent of asbestos products to reduce the risk of unnecessary
exposure (Töller 2012a, p. 99). A further agreement adopted in
1984 required that no asbestos be used in construction after 1990
(Lautenbach et al. 1992, p. 48). Industry complied fully with
these agreements. In 1991 and 1994, asbestos was banned by an
ordinance in line with the European directive. By then, however,
asbestos was no longer used in construction in Germany.
Another case in point in the context of climate protection is the
regulation of CFCs (see table 1, case nr. 10). In 1974, Rowland
and Molina argued for a connection between CFCs and the depletion of the ozone layer, which, however, could not be proven
scientifically before 1987/88 (Lautenbach et al. 1992, p. 63). In
1977, CFCs became a highly disputed issue in the Bundestag
(Töller 2012a, p. 169). After the hole on the ozone layer was
“discovered” in 1985, the CFC issue became even more prominent in the Parliament, which, by the end of 1987, established an
Inquiry Commission on the protection of the atmosphere. In 1977
and 1987, the federal government negotiated agreements with the
aerosol industry on the reduction of the use of CFCs in sprays
(Töller 2012a, pp. 167-182). Against the backdrop of the reduction mandates in the Vienna Agreement for the Protection of the
Ozone Layer (1985) and the Montreal Protocol (1987), adopted
to implement the Vienna agreement, it became clear towards the
late 1980s that the absolute amount of CFCs produced in Germany had not decreased, although industry had complied with the
reduction objectives. Thus, in 1989, the members of the Bundestag9 called upon the federal government to adopt more stringent

9

This is the only case in which we can observe a conflict between the
Parliament and the government, whereas all other cases follow the logic of
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restrictions on the use and production of CFCs (BT-Drs. 11/4133,
p. 6; Töller 2012a, p. 172). However, MPs were well aware that
EC law restricted the national options. As MP Müller suggested,
“The problem is that with such strategies we are increasingly dependent on legislation and conditions set by the European Commission. It
is indeed not at all clear if we can achieve a national ban [on CFCs]”
(BT PlPr 11/946439).

One year later, the Minister for the Environment, Klaus Töpfer,
made it very clear:
“We did [thus far] speak of voluntary agreements, not because we naively believe that we can expect industry to achieve everything they
promise but because voluntary agreements do not entail problems with
regard to European law. This is one reason why we have chosen this
option. An authoritative ban, which I adopt today, has to be reported
to the European Commission. The time needed for notification is
much more than the time we would need to negotiate a voluntary
agreement. We chose this option not for a lack of backbone in facing
industry but because we are aware of the options that European law
leaves open to us” (Klaus Töpfer, Minister of the Environment, 1989.
BT PlPr 11/164, p. 12407). 10

In 1988, the EC adopted a regulation on CFCs, which, however,
did not establish particularly demanding reductions. Yet, no further voluntary agreement was concluded in Germany, as neither
the government nor Parliament was content with the further reductions offered by industry. The German government evaluated
whether a more demanding national regulation would be viable
in terms of European law. Ultimately, the government decided
that because the European regulation was based on Art. 130t
ECT, member states should have the option to adopt stricter
regulation. In late 1989, the Environment Ministry presented a
proposal for an ordinance restricting the use of CFCs in sprays
(BT-Drs. 11/6203, p. 35). The proposal banning CFCs in sprays,

the parliamentary system in that the parliamentary majority supports the
position of the government while the opposition complains.
10

Furthermore, at that time, the German act on the regulation of chemical
substances did not provide a stipulation that allowed for the regulation of
CFCs (Lautenbach et al. 1992, p. 67).
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based on the act on the regulation of chemical substances (1990),
was reported to the Commission and adopted in 1991 (BGBl.
1991 I, p. 1090; Osório-Peters 1999, p. 237, BT-Drs. 11/8166, p.
15f.).
Against the backdrop of the cases presented above, the regulation of PCP (see table 1, case nr. 2) is, from a certain time on, a
deviant case. Here, the government switched from evasion to
confrontation. Thus, it appears plausible that evasion was indeed
a rational choice under the given conditions.
PCP is a substance that had been used in wood protection since
the end of the 19th century (SRU 2004, p. 443) and was used in
Germany from the late 1960s on for indoor use (Luhmann 2001,
p. 194). Towards the end of the 1970s, an increasing number of
cases were observed in which humans displayed serious toxic
reactions to PCP, such as fatigue, headache and concentration
deficits (Jacob 1999, p. 156; Luhmann 2001, p. 104). However, it
remains impossible to demonstrate a causal effect of PCP on human health. In the 1970s and early 1980s, a number of safety
recommendations regarding PCP were adopted. In 1983, victims
of PCP founded an association that engaged in public awareness
efforts and sought an accounting of the economic damage to both
buildings and human health. In Frankfurt in 1984, persons allegedly harmed by PCP went to court and initiated what was later
known as one of the largest environmental criminal cases in
Germany.
Beginning in 1983, political parties in the Bundestag began
calling upon the federal government to adopt a ban of PCP. The
government, however, faced the problem that there was no scientific proof of the harmfulness of PCP (Jacob 1999, p. 158). As
industry realised it had to react to public concerns, in 1984, the
association of manufacturers of wood-protecting substances declared that they would stop using PCP by April 1985, which they
did. In 1986, after a major industrial accident at a plant owned by
Sandoz (which had nothing to do with PCP), the government
(and the newly established Ministry for the Environment in particular) was strongly criticised for the slow implementation of the
chemical substances act. Thus, the newly appointed Minister for
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the Environment, Walter Wallmann, proposed an ordinance banning PCP in wood-protecting substances 11 that was adopted by
the cabinet of his successor, Klaus Töpfer, in 1987 and was
proudly presented as the first ordinance based on §17 of the
chemical substances act that totally banned a substance to protect
human health or the environment (Presse- und Informationsamt
der Bundesregierung, Bulletin: May 27, 1987).
In the literature, the PCP ban was regarded as an example of
the types of regulation for the sake of human health and the environment that EC member states can adopt (e.g., Pehle 1998, p.
253; Jacob 1999, p. 157; Krämer 1995, p. 117). In 1987, the ordinance was reported to Brussels (ECJ C-41/93, p. 1844). The
Commission received an objection raised by the Belgian government that extended the standstill period to six months (Jacob
1999, p. 157). The Commission then requested that the federal
government cease implementation of the ordinance for 12
months, as it planned to propose a European directive on the regulation of PCP (ECJ C-41/93, p. 1844). In 1988, the Commission
presented its proposed directive. In 1989, the federal government
decided to implement the ordinance adopted in 1987 (BGBl. I
1989, p. 2235). The European directive that was adopted in 1991
(against the votes of Germany, Denmark and the Netherlands in
the Council) stipulated far-reaching restrictions on the use of
PCP but no general ban (O.J. 1991 No. L 85/34; Jacob & Jänicke
1998, p. 526).
The German government, supported by the Bundestag’s environmental committee, insisted on implementing the stricter German provision and called upon the safeguard clause envisaged in
Art. 100a ECT (now Art. 114 TFEU), according to which stricter
national measures are allowable as long as they are not arbitrary

11

As the voluntary agreement concluded in 1984 had been complied with
and PCP was no longer used, the relevant regulatory result of this regulation
was 1) to create legal certainty and 2) to avoid PCP-containing imports.
Primarily, the regulation served a symbolic function to demonstrate the
government’s determination to totally ban a dangerous substance.
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barriers to trade (see above). The European Commission confirmed the information presented on the first of August 1991 by
the German government that Germany intended to apply the
German ordinance instead of the European directive (ECJ C41/93, p. 1846; O.J. 1992 No. C 334/8; Krämer 1995, p. 117). At
that point, France took action before the ECJ, arguing that the
Commission was wrong to confirm the German safeguard and
thus was violating Art. 100a ECT.12
This case was the first on the new Art. 100a, introduced by the
SEA in 1987 (ECJ C-41/93, p. 1831). In its decision taken in
1994, the court rejected the Commission’s decision because it
violated elementary formal requirements but left the German ordinance as such untouched (ECJ C-41/93, p. 1831). Therefore,
although the German ban had been in force since 1989, legal certainty was reached only ten years after the voluntary agreement
had been adopted. Thus, this deviant case demonstrates the difficulties the government potentially avoided in the cases in which
it restricted itself to regulating via voluntary agreements.
Similar patterns can be identified in the field of product-related
waste management regulation (Töller 2012a, pp. 272-276). The
regulation of used batteries and scrap cars (see table 1, cases 7
and 8) essentially followed the evasion pattern outlined above
(similar to the asbestos and CFC cases). Here, as in the case of
packaging waste, the government seemed almost haunted by the
problem of legal uncertainty and the threatening standstill for national options once the Commission had presented a proposal for
a European measure. Moreover, in adopting voluntary agreements, the government was quite successful in influencing the

12

The French government argued that the data submitted by the German
authorities did not prove that the ban was justified by the particular situation
in Germany. In particular, there was no proof that the environment was
under such a threat that a regulation stricter than the European directive was
required. Furthermore, the ban was considered disproportional given the
trade restrictions that it caused (ECJ C-41/93, p. 1836). In terms of
procedure, France argued that the Commission had not adequately ensured
that the national safeguard clause was not a measure of arbitrary
discrimination (ECJ C-41/93, pp. 1836, 1839).
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regulatory substance and organisational structure of the European
measures adopted (particularly in the case of batteries but also in
the case of scrap cars). The case of the regulation of packaging
waste (see table 1, case 6) is, however, a deviant case similar to
the PCP regulation: beginning in 1988, the government opted for
confrontation. The case was settled by an ECJ decision in 2004
(Haverland 1999, p. 259; ECJ C 463/01, p. 4). Over 16 years, the
core of the conflict was whether an environmentally driven refund duty for drink containers was a disproportional barrier to
trade and whether there were sound ecological reasons for stipulating specific quotas for multi-use systems (as the German ordinance on package waste adopted in 1991 did; see Haverland
1999, pp. 264-270; ECJ C-463/01).
Positive Integration
In environmental policy as much as elsewhere, the transition
from negative to positive integration has occurred in stepwise
fashion at different paces and times and still remains incomplete
in some fields, although today, most sub-sectors of environmental policy have been the subject of complete or almost complete
European harmonisation. Even once harmonisation has occurred,
negative integration can still be at work, as the ECJ emphasised
(ECJ C-463/01; Stumpf 2005, p. 54).
The major point related to my argument here is that European
directives usually require legislative acts to be transposed into
European law. Whereas voluntary agreements that have (as the
Dutch agreements do) the character of a private contract can under certain conditions be used (or upheld) to transpose a European directive, the German version of voluntary agreements is not
accepted as a suitable measure for transposing directives by the
European Commission (O.J. 1996 No. L 333/59).
Thus, as much as negative integration (by giving government
actors a strong motivation for evasion) fostered the use of voluntary agreements, positive integration was a strong reason for the
government to rescind existing voluntary agreements (as occurred in the field of waste management policy – not only in
Germany but also in Austria and even in the UK; Ökobüro &
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Ögut 2004, p. 71; Baggott 1986, p. 65). Moreover, as contemporary German environmental policy is strongly determined by
Brussels (Töller 2008b), there are very few areas left in which
there are no European directives and in which the government
can autonomously conclude voluntary agreements.
Without neglecting other factors, as discussed above and below, we can affirm that the development in European law as described above was a major cause both of the extensive use of
non-legislative, voluntary agreements between the early 1980s
and the late 1990s and of the end of their use more recently.
3.2.2 What of Functionality and Business Power?
When analysing my case studies, I also considered both the ‘better regulation’ hypothesis and the power-centred hypothesis.
If my study came to the conclusion that business power did
not play any role in averting statutory regulation and triggering
the adoption of voluntary agreements, something would be missing.13 The assumption that business prefers voluntary regulation
to statutory regulation and no regulation to voluntary regulation 14
(Wicke & Braeseke 1998, p. 36; Croci 2005, p. 13) proves correct in most cases.15 In most of the cases analysed, business associations (and individual companies) not only expressed their
clear preference for voluntary instead of statutory regulation but
also used the strategy of threatening major job losses to support
their position. This was the case, for example, when the harmful

13

I conceptualised business actors (companies and associations) as one
category of actors, but their behaviour also played a role regarding the
structure of the problem (see Töller 2012a, pp. 312-330 and 344-348).
14

Exceptions to this rule occur when particular branches are interested in
protecting their present markets against future competitors (Buchanan &
Tullock 1975) or when the branch of environmental technology benefits
from the regulation of other branches (von Prittwitz 1990, p. 116).
15

For a detailed discussion of assumed reasons, see Töller 2012a, pp.
315-318.
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effects of asbestos (Lautenbach et al. 1992, p. 53), the waste
management of used batteries or drink packages, early measures
for CO2 reduction, the termination of nuclear energy and many
other environmental regulations were at stake (Töller 2012a. pp.
346-377).
However, whereas in the 1980s, as in the asbestos case, threatening the loss of thousands of jobs appeared quite convincing,
more recently, even threatening job reductions has become more
complex. For example, when the quota for combined heat and
power generation was at stake, there were 20,000 jobs in public
utility companies versus 400,000 jobs in coal mining. Thus, although constellations have become more complex, contemporary
business is more successful not in confronting common good interests with specific economic interests but rather in re-framing
the economic interests of different branches as competing common good interests.
However, the threat of closing factories and eliminating jobs
does not always have the same weight. The effect is stronger if
the overall economic situation is tense, the government is known
to have sympathies for business (which can be, but is not necessarily, dependent on party politics), and the Ministry for the Environment is particularly weak in relation to the Ministry of Economics.16 Argumentative support from Brussels also helps.
Thus, business power does have a role to play in explaining
the use of voluntary agreements, but it is far from being deterministic as the popular power-centred explanations would suggest.
What about the better-regulation hypothesis? What role do the
much-debated deficiencies of statutory regulation, in particular
for addressing specific types of problems, play in explaining the
use of voluntary agreements?

16

The relationship between the Ministry of the Environment and other
ministries, the Ministry of Economics in particular, has always been
characterised by an inferior position of the former, yet with some variation
over time (Töller 2012a, p. 243).
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In my 13 case studies, there is only one case in which a statutory alternative seemed unable to achieve the defined aims (quite
apart from the question of whether the voluntary agreement was
expected to do so). When in 1994/1995, after eight years of debate, the proposed heat utilisation decree (Wärmenutzungsverordnung) was finally dropped in favour of the climate declaration
(table 1, case 12), it had indeed proven difficult to regulate all
technical details associated with heat reutilisation for all types of
plants (Kohlhaas & Praetorius 1994, p. 46; Töller 2012a, p. 338).
The case of EDTA regulation is the only case in which – given
the lack of suitable substitutes – the production of knowledge
was expected from the voluntary agreement and its implementation via expert networks. However, there were a number of cases
(such as the regulation of PCP, CFCs and NTA) in which, when
regulation was deemed necessary, the scientific proof for the
problematic nature of a substance was not sufficient to satisfy the
demands required by law. This situation, however, was less a
problem of regulatory law as such than one of the stipulations
regarding the burdens of proof in the specific law (which in the
case of the chemicals act were relaxed in 1990; Töller 2012a, p.
334). Similarly, a number of regulations (ordinances) could not
be adopted easily because the legislative act on which the ordinance was intended to be based did not entail the necessary authorisation (e.g., in waste management until the revision in
1986). This again was not a problem of regulatory law as such
but a deficiency of a specific law that, given the necessary political majorities, could be remedied (Töller 2012a, pp. 335-338).
Thus, the literature clearly exaggerates the structural shortcomings of traditional policy instruments while not adequately
realising that the deficiencies of such regulatory instruments are
often the result of a lack of political will and not legal-technical
capabilities.
What is the Role of the Success or Failure of the Agreements?
Although the question addressed in this article is why voluntary
agreements are or are not adopted, a related question (which was
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raised following the examination of the regulatory courses in
chapter 2) is why, once agreements are adopted, they continue to
be implemented or are terminated. The consensus in the literature
is that agreements are terminated when they do not succeed,
whereas they continue to be implemented when they do succeed
(e.g., UMK 1997, p. 3; Hansen 2005, p. 85). Although the success of the agreements is beyond the scope of this article, it is
worth noting that most agreements were implemented and the
defined objectives were achieved (see, also, Wicke & Braeseke
1998). Whereas agreements regarding the termination of the use
or production of certain substances were terminated because they
were successful (the adoption of a statutory regulation simply
occurred to secure the legal situation), in the case of other
agreements (e.g., in the field of waste management policy), success or failure had no effect on the continuation or termination of
the agreements. Although some clearly failed agreements continued for a long period (as in the field of package waste regulation,
when the necessary political majority to adopt a statutory regulation was not reached in the Bundesrat), successful agreements
(such as, e.g., the scrap car agreement) were terminated because
European law required it.

4. Conclusion
This article began with one surprising finding and one assumption. The finding was that whereas environmental voluntary
agreements have been considered “an element of a distinctly
‘German’ policy mix” for decades (Lees 2007, p. 175), they were
relevant in the 1980s and early 1990s, but their use almost completely ceased in the new century. Second, when seeking the
causes of both the widespread use of voluntary agreements in the
1980s and 1990s and the more recent abrupt termination of their
use, neither explanations based on functional arguments nor
those based on the power of business can account for this development. Instead, beginning from an analytical approach developed by Böcher and Töller, institutions (in particular, European
law and its effect on national policy decisions) and actors (in par-
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ticular, governmental actors determined by party politics) were
assumed to play a major role, whereas political processes were
regarded as less means-oriented and characterised by step-bystep problem-solving than is usually the case in policy analysis.
What can account for both the rise and the fall of voluntary
agreements as a relevant instrument in German environmental
policy?
If we consider the driving forces for the rise of voluntary
agreements, in particular from the mid-1980s to the late 1990s,
there are four relevant aspects elaborated in this article. The potentially most important aspect was the uncertainty stemming
from European law, in particular, when only negative integration
was at work. This uncertainty was a strong motivation for governmental actors to resort to informal forms of regulation, namely, voluntary agreements. Almost as important were problems
with the legal basis or burden of proof of an ordinance, which,
however, were not due to the general problems of regulatory law
but simply to a lack of opportunity or political will to adopt legal
acts with a lower burden of proof or a more explicit authorisation
for ordinances regulating business.
Business power (i.e., its preference for voluntary regulation instead of statutory regulation and its threats of site relocation and
job losses) played a role in most cases, but its impact was highly
dependent on other factors, such as party politics, the overall
economic situation and the actual power of the Ministry of the
Environment vis-à-vis the Ministry of Economics (see below). In
particular, the peaks in the mid-1990s are also an effect of the
debate on the “Standort Deutschland”, in which – in Kingdons’s
sense – the Ministry under Angela Merkel was searching for
problems to which the instrument was suited rather than the reverse. In this phase, voluntary agreements became an element of
deregulation, which they had not been before. A further aspect
that has not been described thus far is the policy of the German
Trust agency (voluntary agreements are agreements among competitors and thus cartels), which had long tolerated the agreements (Töller 2012a, pp. 244-252); however, this policy began to
change in the mid-1990s.
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As suggested above, the factors identified did not operate in
isolation. In particular, the institutional argument (European law)
is never deterministic but only shapes how actors perceive their
options. Thus, for political actors who were in favour of voluntary agreements (e.g., Angela Merkel; see Töller 2012a, p. 308),
arguments emphasising the problems stemming from European
law (or that the burden of proof mandated in the law was excessive or the authorisation would not suffice for an ordinance) were
more welcome than for others. However, whether in a single case
the government opted for evasion or for confrontation also depended on the “felt” relevance of a policy issue to the broader
audience (as in the case of package waste) and on what we called
process dynamics (as in the case of PCP, when the government
felt political pressure to do “something”).
What can account for the fall of voluntary agreements, namely,
the almost complete cessation of their use? First, again, European
law must be considered: negative integration producing legal uncertainty has not fully ceased but has been considerably reduced
in its scope, as throughout the 1990s most fields of environmental policy were harmonised by European directives (see, e.g.,
Töller 2012a, pp. 284-285 for the field of waste management policy). This harmonisation meant not only that legal uncertainty
declined as a driving force of adopting voluntary agreements but
also that voluntary agreements could no longer be in place (nor
could new ones be adopted). At present, 80 per cent of German
environmental legislation is influenced in one way or another by
European law (Töller 2008b). There is simply little room left for
purely national voluntary regulation.
Second, party politics clearly played a role. The decrease in
agreements adopted after 2001 is to a large extent due to the
Green Minister for the Environment Jürgen Trittin’s disapproval
of this voluntary instrument. One case in point is that a further
voluntary agreement on package waste was suggested in 2001 by
business associations and various Länder (Federal States), which
was rejected by Trittin (Töller 2012a, p. 143). Moreover, Jürgen
Trittin considered EU law to be a good reason to terminate existing agreements (Töller 2012a, p. 311).
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Finally, in the early 1990s, a number of problematic constellations emerged in the field of waste policy (problematic at least
from the point of view of competition policy). Thus, in the mid1990s, the German Trust Agency changed its tolerant policy towards voluntary agreements. In 1996, as Angela Merkel was
planning to adopt a further agreement in the field of package
waste, the Trust Agency intervened (Töller 2012a, p. 138).
If the use of voluntary agreements in German environmental
policy has practically come to an end, what is the benefit of this
article except for as an examination of history?
First, although the use of voluntary agreements in environmental policy has ceased and will most likely not resume, voluntary
agreements remain a relevant instrument in many other policy
fields. Recent examples are the Corporate Governance Codex,
the self-obligation by the pharmaceutical industry and the current
heated debate over how to regulate the proportion of women in
the management of DAX companies. Second, although this type
of evasion of EU law has not been observed in other EU member
states, a similar mechanism has been identified beyond the European Union: the emergence of transnational certification schemes
was, among other things, driven by the need to evade the restrictions deriving from WTO free trade law (see Bartley 2003
and Töller 2012c). Thus, when explaining public policies, we
should more generally have a greater interest in institutions and
their idiosyncratic effects.
Third, in my 13 in-depth case studies on environmental policy
decision making from the late 1970s to 2005, I found substantial
evidence for our analytical approach that considers actors, institutions, problem structures, instrumental alternatives and process dynamics as explanatory factors for environmental policy
results. I found support not only for emphasising the pivotal but
idiosyncratic role of institutions but also for our understanding of
the political process. The political processes analysed in this
study were not step-by-step problem-solving processes but rather
often highly contingent processes driven by, among other factors,
actors seeking to prove their capability to act. Such actors are
motivated by the desire to implement their pet solutions, are un-
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certain with regard to the latitude European law leaves them to
act and do not wish to make fools of themselves. Indeed, in some
instances, solutions have been in search of problems instead of
the reverse (Böcher & Töller 2012b, pp. 461-470).
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